A b s t r a c t -T h e bandwidth relations of feedback amplifiers have been the subject of intense interest in recent years. Many current mode devices such as current feedback amplifiers have appeared which seem to break what has been considered almost a fundamental law that the product of closed loop gain and closed loop bandwidth remains constant for a feedback amplifier. T h e constant-bandwidth relations of such amplifier designs are reviewed in this paper and they are combined with the constraints imposed by technology when the feedback amplifier is t o be designed in an integrated technology. From this analysis it is concluded that although very high performance designs are indeed feasible with the constant-bandwidth configurations, there are no {constant-bandwidth configurations which provide a higher potential loop gain and closed loop bandwidth than the constant gainbandwidth product configurations.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years much attention has been paid to various forms of current mode operational amplifiers because ad their gain independent bandwidth relations when used iin feedback amplifier configurations, see e.g. [l] . An analysis of the bandwidth properties of all four basic opamp types (voltage opamp, current opamp, transresistancle opamp, transconductance opamp) was recently presented by Toumazou, Payne and Lidgey in [a] . In this analysis it is shown that the utilization of the constant bandwidtlh properties relies on the possibility of isolating the opamp from the input source impedance and the output loald impedance by the use of ideal current or voltage unity-gain buffers. However, as pointeld out in [2] it is not a trivial1 task to design an ideal buffer. In practice, the input and output impedances are limilted by technology constraints related to the maximum value of device transconductance gm and the minimum value of device parasitic capacitance CT achievable from the technology applied.
In this work we take the analysis a step further and review the bandwidth properties assuming some generally applicable technology constraints concerning the achievable impedance levels.
FEEDBACK AMPLIFIER CONFIGURATIONS
Basically, there are four types of feedback amplifiers to consider: Voltage to voltage converter, current to current converter, current to voltage converter, and voltage to current converter. The feedback configurations for each of these amplifiers are shown in Fig. 1 . Ideally, the opamp used for the feedback amplifiers in Fig. 1 is a nullor, From (1) we see that the gain-bandwidth product G B of the opamp is 2rGB = Aowo. Note that the gainbandwidth product has the dimension of frequency for the voltage opamp and the current opamp only. For the transresistance opamp it has the dimension of the reciprocal of 1 + s/uo a capacitance, and for the transconductance opamp it has the dimension of the reciprocal of an inductance. Using
(1) when analyzing the amplifier configurations in Fig. 1 the loop gain of each of the feedback amplifier configurations can be calculated for each of the four opamp types.
The results of this calculation are shown in Table 2 which gives the low frequency loop gain for all 16 possible combinations of feedback amplifier configurations and opamp types. In all 16 combinations the loop gain has a single dominant pole at the angular frequency W O . Note that the loop gain is dimensionless in all 16 cases. The loop gain is a most important parameter in a feedback system, partly because it determines the bandwidth, and partly because it reflects the improvements in distortion properties, impedance levels, component sensitivities, etc., which is obtained by the feedback. The closed loop bandwidth can be found as the frequency where the magnitude of the loop gain is reduced to one. With this simple interpretation of the loop gain we find that the closed loop bandwidth is simply w0/(27r) multiplied by the low frequency loop gain listed in Table 2 . Introducing the opamp GB = Aowo/(27r) and the closed loop low frequency gain Go we may compile the list of closed loop bandwidth expressions given in Table 3 .
From Table 3 it is also apparent that if the source resistance Rs and/or the load resistance RL can be set to zero or infinity, the closed loop gain Go will drop out of all the bandwidth expressions, except for the expressions in the diagonal from upper left to lower right. This indicates that with source and/or load isolation most of the feedback amplifiers in Fig. 1 The implications of these technology constraints are summarized for each of the opamp types in Table 4 . Using the opamp and isolation buffer parameters of Table 4 together with the feedback network impedance levels given in Table 4 we can compute the set of technology limited maximum low frequency loop gains given in Table 5 been reported for the other configurations. With these observations in mind one might be tempted to conclude that only the constant gain-bandwidth product configurations in Table 5 are of interest in high speed design. However, this is taking the conclusion too far. What is not apparent from the table is that with CT selected as the minimum capacitance which the technology can provide, the simple opamp model with a single dominant pole holds true only for high values of closed loop gain. For lower values of closed loop gain the compensation capacitor must be increased in order ensure stability. In practice, the compensation capacitor is often an internal, fixed capacitance and its value is set to ensure stability under all normal op- 
IV. CONCLUSION
We have analyzed feedback amplifiers realizing all of the four basic converters, i.e. voltage-to-voltage, current-tocurrent, current-to-voltage, and voltage-to-current. When implemented with non-ideal opamps these configuration have a constant product of closed loop gain and closed loop bandwidth if the opamp is of the same type as the feedback converter, i.e. voltage opamp, current opamp, transresistance opamp, and transconductance opamp. If the opamp is of a different type than the feedback converter, a bandwidth which is independent of the closed loop gain is found, provided the load and source impedances can be isolated from the opamp through the use of ideal voltage or current buffers. The results even indicate that with ideal buffers we have the captivating situation that the closed loop bandwidth may equal the unity gain bandwidth of the opamp regardless of the closed loop gain. Next, we have introduced some generally applicable assumptions concerning the properties of the opamps, the impedance levels of the feedback resistors, and the impedance levels achievable from the input and output isolation buffers. With the limitations arising from these technology assumptions we have calculated the potential for loop gain and closed loop bandwidth for each of the feedback converters. This calculation brings forth the conclusion that the constant gain-bandwidth product configurations provide the highest potential loop gain and the highest closed loop bandwidth. The conclusion above does not take into account ease of implementation, limitations such as large signal bandwidth, or more complex frequency response characteristics of the opamps involved. Thus, in a practical design one may find a more complex scenario than outlined in this paper. However, it is believed that the results demonstrated in this paper are important as guidelines in the selection of design approaches in high frequency feedback systems.
